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45 YEARS AFTER HIS DEATH, WE REVEAL THE SURPRISING 

STORIES BEHIND THE KING’S GREATEST HITS
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The Riverdale TV series standout and 
Hustlers movie actress, 25, takes on a role 
with a parallel-lives twist in Look Both 

Ways (Aug. 17 on Netflix). The film fol-
lows her character, Natalie, through two 
divergent paths, one in which she discov-
ers she’s pregnant, and the other following  
her plan to move to pursue a career.

What appealed to you about the concept of 
parallel realities? I remember finishing the 
script and feeling a sense of comfort that Nata-
lie had a beautiful journey in both lives. As 
someone with a lot of anxiety and a lot of deci-
sions to make, there was comfort in knowing 
that what is meant to be for you will happen. 
Your life can play out in multiple ways.

Did you approach each Natalie differently?
I didn’t really look at them as two different 
people. As far as who she was at the core, 
she’s the same girl. She just had to grow up 
faster and sacrifice more as a mother.

Riverdale is coming to an end. What does 
that show mean to you? I started the show 
when I was 19. When it ends, I’ll be 26 and still 
have my whole life ahead of me. I’m very thank-
ful for what it’s given me. It will be incredibly 
bittersweet when it’s over, but I’m excited to 
see what my life looks like outside of the show.

Is there something other than acting that 
you’re passionate about? I’ve been really tap-
ping into my own spirituality the last two years, 
which was very much kicked off by COVID and 
forced introspection. I have enjoyed exploring 
that side of life and finding other people who 
share the same views and talking about it. It’s 
kismet that I did a movie about parallel lives 
when I’m very much into the universe and 
quantum leaping.

WALTER SCOTT ASKS...

LILI REINHART

What made her comment on Kim Kardashian’s 
extreme dieting?  

Go to Parade.com/lili to find out.

Previously only members of Eric Church’s “Church 
Choir” fan club were able to purchase the album titled 
& (part of his 2021 three-album Heart & Soul project), 
but it’s now getting a wide release (Aug. 19 on CD, vinyl
and digital platforms). It was recorded over 28 days in 
the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina—in a 
recording studio housed in a restaurant—not far from 
where Church, 45, grew up in the town of Granite Falls. 
“I am the hardest critic [when it comes to] making sure 
every song deserves to be on the record,” says 
Church, who feels the new release deserves to be 
heard by as many people as possible. “I started going, 
‘Wait ’til the world finds out about this.’” 
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On a break from starring in  
The Good Doctor, Freddie 
Highmore, 30, steps into the 
Renaissance. He explores 
the secrets—and drama—
behind the genius of Leonardo
da Vinci (Aidan Turner) in 
Leonardo (Aug. 16 on the 
CW), portraying Stefano
Giraldi, an ambitious officer 
of the Duchy of Milan, who 
enters da Vinci’s life in 1506 
when the artist and inventor
is accused of murder. 
“Leonardo is a real enigma,” 
says Highmore. “He was very 
much an outsider for his time. 
He was an illegitimate child. 
He was a gay man. Even if he 
wasn’t necessarily struggling 
with his identity 
himself, he was 
struggling 
with how to 
best present 
that more 
widely.”

THE TRUTH ABOUT

LEONARDO
DA VINCI

EMAIL YOUR QUESTIONS FOR  WALTER SCOTT TO 

PERSONALITY@PARADE.COM

Idris Elba, 49, plays Dr. Nate 
Daniels, a recent widower 
who brings his two daughters 
on a long-planned trip to a 
game reserve in Beast (in theaters 
Aug. 19). But the family vacation 
quickly turns into a gritty fight for survival. Here 
are some things you may not know about the 
London-born star of the TV series Luther and the 
film Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. 

EVERYTHING IDRIS

every song deserves to be on the record,” says 
Church, who feels the new release deserves to be 
heard by as many people as possible. “I started going, 
‘Wait ’til the world finds out about this.’” 
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His name—of African origin—was shortened from 
Idrissa Akuna Elba.

Following in his father’s footsteps, Elba worked night 
shifts at the Ford auto factory in Dagenham, East 

London, to make ends meet in 
between acting gigs.

He was about to give up on his 
acting career when he landed the 
role of Russell “Stringer” Bell on 
TV’s The Wire—just under the 
wire!

Elba and his wife, actress Sabrina Dhowre Elba, 
attended the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan 
Markle in 2018, and he also DJ’d the reception. 

wasn’t necessarily struggling 
with his identity 
himself, he was 
struggling 
with how to 
best present 
that more 
widely.”
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How many spelling errors does this sentence contain?

Godwin was responsable for fi nding grammer errors 
and mispellings in the quarterly reports. 1

TEST YOUR GRAMMAR IQ!

Andrew sent 
chocolates to 
Dana and

 _________________  

(me, myself, I).

2
 Which sentence is correct?

One of the students is late.

 One percent of the students are 
chronically late.

4

WELCOME TO THE 

GRAMMAR TABLE

What are some grammar hang-
ups people have? People seem 
to have a “me” aversion, but 
“me” is often right. And “whom” 
may sound sophisticated, but 
using it where it doesn’t belong 
is like wearing a tuxedo to a 
beach barbecue.

What question have you most 
often received? “What are your 
thoughts on the Oxford comma?” 
In case that term is unfamiliar, the 
comma before the “and” in this 
next sentence is an example of 
one: Janice has written quirky 
essays about punctuation, partici-
ples, and prepositions. I’ve gone 
through multiple Oxford comma 
phases in my life. You can do it 
either way. The Associated Press 
Stylebook, which governs a lot 
of what you see in newspapers, 
doesn’t advocate using it unless 
it’s necessary for clarity.

What is the most frequent 
issue people struggle with?
Adults are often hobbled by half-
remembered grammar supersti-
tions from their childhood. Yes, 
you can begin a sentence with 
“because,” and yes, you can end 
a sentence with a preposition. 
Here’s a perfectly fi ne sentence 
that does both: Because you 
stole my short-story idea, I am 
uninviting you to that writing 
workshop I’ve been telling you 
about.

Do you have a grammar pet 
peeve? Yes, I would like people 
to stop saying that “that” can 
never be used for people. Olivia 
Newton-John and John Travolta 
sang “You’re the One That I 
Want,” not “You’re the One 
Whom I Want.” If “that” is good 
enough for Grease, it’s good 
enough for me. Even though I
usually use “who” or “whom” to
refer to people, there are times 
“that” works better.  

Grammar guru

ANSWERS
1. three: responsable➝responsible, grammer➝grammar, mispellings➝misspellings; 2. Joneses; 3. led, drunk; 4. me; 
5. 3-year-old; 6. lay; 7. They are both correct! People will see the word “one” and automatically think the verb has to 
be singular (“is”) in both sentences. But in the second sentence, it’s not the singular number “one”; it’s “one percent.” 
If there were 400 students, that would be four chronically late students. The better choice there is “are.” 8. Plenty of 
people still put two spaces because they were taught to do that when people still typed on typewriters, but the 
convention in books, magazines and newspapers is one. Don’t let your typing habits date you.

R
oving grammarian Ellen Jovin travels all 
across the country with her “Grammar 

Table” to tackle hot-butt on topics (capitaliza-
tion chaos! Oxford comma disputes! semicolon 
phobia!) and answer questions from passersby. 
Pick up her new book, Rebel With a Clause

(Mariner), a conversational guide to English 
language rules, errors and linguistic debates, 
and check out her grammar test and tips here. 

—Megan O’Neill Melle

You run into your neighbors Marty 
Jones, Lana Jones, Suzy Jones and 
Timmy Jones downtown. After you 
say goodbye, you text your spouse: 

“Honey, I just ran into the 
__________ (insert plural of Jones)!”

Those cherubic-looking 

_______________
(3-year old, 3-year-old)

twins walked off  
with my ice cream!

5

If they had 
______ (led, lead)

the horses to water, 
maybe the horses 

would have ________ 
(drunk, drunken, 

drank).

3 

          Is there one space or two aft er a period?8

7

Francine __________ (laid, lay)
down for a nap four hours ago!6

© PARADE Publications 2022. All rights reserved.
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Wrapped in Sparkle
Wrap your wrist in silver 
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sterling silver 7.5” multi-row 
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ORDER TODAY

jtv.com/wrap
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$39
JTV Price: $66.99

PLUS FREE
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Visit Parade.com/numbrix for more 
Marilyn vos Savant Numbrix puzzles 

and today’s solution. 

Ask Marilyn
By Marilyn vos Savant

I forgot and left a bag of fruit 
in my car. When I found it a few 
days later, it was covered with 
fruit fl ies. But the car doors 

were closed, and the windows 
were shut tight. How did they 
get in? 

—Glenn Robinson, Cleveland, Ohio

In your heart of hearts, Glenn, 
you know the answer, don’t you? 
They were already on the fruit as 
eggs or larvae, otherwise known 
as maggots. Ugh. But if you had 
said the fl ies appeared on the 
fruit in your kitchen, we wouldn’t 
have known the awful truth for 
sure. That’s because the fl ies are 
so tiny that they can easily get 
into homes as adults through 
windows or screens. Or you can 
bring them home as eggs or lar-
vae right from the grocery store.

Send questions to
marilyn @parade.com

Numbrix
¨

Complete 1 to 81 so the 

numbers follow a horizontal or 

vertical path—no diagonals.

73

61

53

69

64

51

81

80

2

1

33

26

15

35

27

17
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menus. The Jitterbug Flip2 has big buttons, 
a powerful speaker and one-touch speed 
dialing. With the Jitterbug Smart3, you can 
voice type emails and texts, video chat and 
use the internet for maps and directions. 

SAFE Turn your Jitterbug phone into a health 
and safety device with Lively® Urgent Response 
service. Simply press the Urgent Response 
button to be connected to a certified Agent 
who will confirm your location, assess the 
situation and get you the help you need, 24/7. 

AFFORDABLE Unlimited Talk & Text plans 
are now just $1999 a month, with data for 
your Jitterbug Smart3 as low as $249 a 
month. There are no long-term contracts 
and no cancellation fees. Plus, coverage 
is powered by the nation’s most reliable 
wireless network.

Friendly customer service representatives 
are happy to help you choose the phone 
and plan that are right for you.

*Monthly fees do not include government taxes or fees and are subject to change. Plans and services may require purchase of Lively device and one-time 
setup fee of $35. A data plan is required for the Jitterbug Smart3. Urgent Response or 911 calls can be made only when cellular service is available. Urgent 
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Nationwide
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100% U.S.-based
customer service
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phone number
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1.800.398.2004 
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How a Safe Step Walk-In Tub Can 
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Love Me Tender • 1956
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Martin Luther 

King Jr., Italian 

opera, Pepsi and 

prison gangs—

we reveal the 

surprising stories

 behind the King’s 

classic songs.

BY JIM FARBER

T
his month marks 45 years since rock ’n’ roll lost its king, Elvis 
Presley—and he’s rarely been out of the spotlight since. Th is 
summer, his legend came back to big-screen life in director 

Baz Luhrmann’s extravagant hit fi lm Elvis. But the story of Elvis 
would have never had such profound and enduring resonance 
without the excitement and emotion in his songs. “As a singer 
and an artist, Elvis was revolutionary,” says Jerry Schilling, a key 
member of the star’s tight-knit inner circle, cheekily known as 
the “Memphis Mafi a.” “His music came from so many sources: 
gospel and country, R&B and rock, or even from opera. He was 

able to take any kind of music and make it his own.”
“His appeal is rooted in so many factors,” says Alanna Nash, 

who has written four books related to the star—including Th e 

Colonel (2010), about Presley’s complicated relationship with 
his manager, “Colonel” Tom Parker. “Th e depth of his artistry, 
the originality of his sound, as well as his looks and his sexual 
daring.” 

Th e best of Elvis’ songs and performances drew on all those 
elements. Here are the stories behind 15 of his songs that have 
meant the most.

The single that made Elvis Presley a star had the 
saddest possible inspiration. The exact source 
for the “lonely street” walked by the singer in the 
lyrics (by Tommy Durden) has been attributed to 
a variety of events in newspaper stories over the 
years—including a suicide and a criminal who lost 
his life during a robbery. At the time, 
21-year-old Elvis had just been 
signed to RCA Records and 
was an unproven seller, 
so the company’s 
executives initially 
questioned if such 
a morbid song would 
connect with his poten-
tial teen audience. But 
the tune’s palatable ache 
made fans swoon. “The way 
Elvis sang it captured a rebel-
lious loneliness,” Schilling says. “It 
hit in the same way that James Dean and 
early Brando did at that time.” It topped 
both the country and pop charts. 

lyrics (by Tommy Durden) has been attributed to 
a variety of events in newspaper stories over the 
years—including a suicide and a criminal who lost 
his life during a robbery. At the time, 
21-year-old Elvis had just been 
signed to RCA Records and 
was an unproven seller, 

a morbid song would 
connect with his poten-
tial teen audience. But 
the tune’s palatable ache 
made fans swoon. “The way 
Elvis sang it captured a rebel-
lious loneliness,” Schilling says. “It 
hit in the same way that James Dean and 
early Brando did at that time.” It topped 
both the country and pop charts. 

Heartbreak Hotel • 1956
This tune marked the crucial beginning of a fruitful rela-
tionship between Elvis and songwriter Otis Blackwell, 
who went on to pen “All Shook Up” and co-write “Return 
to Sender.” (If that’s not enough, he also co-wrote “Great 
Balls of Fire” for Jerry Lee Lewis and “Fever” for Peggy 
Lee.) Originally, “Cruel” was slated to be the B-side of Elvis’ 
“Hound Dog.” But because both recordings had such 
zest, RCA released them as a double-A-sided single, a 
savvy decision that made both sides No. 1 smash hits.1956

DON’T BE CRUEL

Three years before Presley’s version of this bluesy tune appeared, 
Houston singer Big Mama Thornton sold more than half a million cop-
ies with her witty take on “Hound Dog,” written by Mike Stoller and 

Jerry Leiber. But Presley hadn’t heard her version when he decided 
to record it. He was inspired instead by a campy performance of 
the tune by an act he had seen in Vegas: Freddie Bell and the 
Bellboys. It was Elvis’ biggest money-maker that year. 

HOUND DOG

1956

One of Presley’s most beloved ballads had roots in America’s Civil War. The tune bor-
rowed the plaintive melody of “Aura Lee,” which had become popular during that period 
in American history. Elvis sang the song in his fi lm debut, also called Love Me Tender, in 
which he played the sibling of three Confederate soldiers. “Tender” is one of the few Elvis 
hits in that era that didn’t feature his regular band. Instead, it showcased the Ken Darby 
Singers, led by the man who wrote the lyrics.

© PARADE Publications 2022. All rights reserved.
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A Pepsi bottle might have been the inspira-
tion for one of Presley’s most enduring singles.  
Songwriter Otis Blackwell was trying to repeat 
his success with “Don’t Be Cruel” when he 
hit a wall. One of the owners of his publishing 
company happened to be agitating a bottle 
of cola, inspiring him to suggest that Blackwell 
write something with the title “All Shook Up.” 
The result was the biggest-selling single of 
1957. Other reports say Elvis himself came 
up with the title. Either way, he wasn’t the fi rst 
person to record it. It was initially cut by David 
Hill, who also claimed the idea, and who later 
moved on to acting, using the name David 
Hess. Onscreen, he “shook up” many a fi lm-
goer when he starred as a rapist in the 1972 
shock-horror fi lm Last House on the Left. 

All Shook Up • 1957
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HARD HEADED WOMAN • 1958
The words to this song, penned by 
Claude Demetrius, claim that as-
sertive women have been a “thorn 
in the side” of men since the be-
ginning. But the full lyrics exude 
far more humor than spite. Small 
wonder it inspired the queen of 
rockabilly, Wanda Jackson, to sing 
it with pride in 1961. (Interestingly, 
Jackson had dated Elvis when he 
was on the cusp of fame.) In the 
’80s, Dolly Parton’s hit “Why’d You 
Come in Here Lookin’ Like That” 
inverted a key line from the origi-
nal by referring to “a softhearted 
woman” and a “hardheaded 
man.” Even in the original, Elvis 
hardly succumbed to sexism. At 
the end of the song, he declares 
that the woman with “a head like 
a rock / If she ever went away / I’d 
cry around the clock.” One of Elvis’ most rocking songs became 

as well known for its visuals as its music. The 
staging of the song in the fi lm Jailhouse Rock, 
in which Elvis starred, is now viewed as one of 
the greatest proto-music videos of all time. Its 
energetic choreography featured Presley shak-
ing his hips with a full cast of dancing inmates. 
Some of the lyrics in the Leiber-Stoller song 
reference real criminals, including a criminal 
organization known as the Purple Gang. But 
the most daring lyric has one inmate saying 

to another that “You’re the cutest 
jailbird I ever did see.” Somehow, 
the winking reference to prison sex 
sailed over the censors’ heads. 

“Elvis never commented 
on it,” Schilling says. It 
became the fi rst single 
to ever enter the U.K. 
pop charts at No. 1. 

. 

Jailhouse Rock • 1957

  IT’S NOW OR NEVER • 1960
The King’s time in the U.S. 
Army in Germany led to the 
creation of one of his most 
dramatic recordings. While 
stationed overseas, he kept 
hearing the Italian ballad “’O 
Sole Mio,” written in 1898 and 
popularized by Mario Lanza in 
the 1950s. The operatic piece 
so enchanted him, he asked his 
team to devise an English ver-
sion. Writers Aaron Schroeder 
and Wally Gold tailored the song to the singer, resulting 
in a record that not only went No. 1, but also displayed a 
new level of maturity in Elvis’ delivery. “It was Elvis want-
ing to grow in every way,” Nash says. “He had practiced 
his range in Europe and he was very proud to show it 
off.” Years later, his widow, Priscilla Presley, noted that he 
loved that song more than any he ever recorded. Its co-
writer, Schroeder, later penned a most unlikely follow-up: 
the theme to the ’70s cartoon show Scooby-Doo, Where 
Are You!

Expanding on the elegant style of “It’s Now or Never,” Elvis took 
the advice of manager Colonel Parker and recorded this aching 
tune from the 1920s. “Lonesome” was penned by the vaudevil-
lians Lou Handman and Roy Turk, who took inspiration from the 
Italian opera Pagliacci and Shakespeare’s As You Like It. They created 
a trio of verses linked by a spoken bridge, in which Elvis outlines 
a love in three acts. Elvis’ take proved so resonant, it inspired no fewer than four related songs from 
female artists, whose recordings all answered the title question with “Yes, I’m lonesome tonight.”

Are You Lonesome Tonight? • 1960

  CAN’T HELP FALLING 

  IN LOVE • 1961

The melody of “Can’t 
Help Falling in Love” 
grew out of a French 

song from the 1700s. George Weiss, the American 
songwriter who adapted it in 1961, enjoyed another 
roaring success that same year with “The Lion Sleeps 
Tonight” (recorded by the Tokens), using a melody 
based on a song from South African artist Solomon 
Linda. His song for Elvis, which Presley performed in 
his movie Blue Hawaii, proved wildly popular, hold-
ing the fi lm’s soundtrack in the No. 1 position on 
the Billboard charts for 20 straight weeks, a record 
that wasn’t broken until Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours
smashed it 16 years later. This song, which Presley 
sang to close out most of his concerts, was judged by 
the survey company OnBuy to be the most popular 
selection by wedding couples for their fi rst dance. 

RETURN TO 

SENDER • 1962

A look at the lyrics for “Return to 
Sender” reveals some forgotten his-
tory about the U.S. Postal Service: 
When the letter referenced in the 
song is returned in the mail, it’s marked 
“Return to sender” and stamped “No 
such number, no such zone.” What’s a 
“zone”? It’s the precursor to a ZIP code, 
a system instituted in 1963, one year 
after the song came out. (ZIP stands 
for zone improvement plan.) The lyrics 
were inspired by an errant letter, which 
contained a demo, sent by the song’s 
writers, Otis Blackwell and Winfi eld 
Scott. Thirty years after ZIP codes were 
introduced, the postal service issued a 
commemorative Elvis stamp. 

© PARADE Publications 2022. All rights reserved.
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When country artist Mac Davis 
wrote this socially conscious song, 
he first titled it “The Vicious Cycle” 
to underscore the point that those 
born in poverty face terrible odds 
trying to break out. Davis later told 
the website SongFacts that neither 
Colonel Parker nor RCA Records 
wanted it released as a single, 
fearing that its strong social mes-
sage would turn listeners off. “But 
Elvis believed in it,” Davis says. 
“He wanted to do a song that said 
something.” Fans rewarded him by 
making “Ghetto” his first Top 10 hit 
in four years, extending his late-’60s 
comeback. It went on to be covered 
by singers from Sammy Davis Jr. to 
Dolly Parton, as well as Nick Cave 
and the Bad Seeds and even Mem-
phis rap group Three Six Mafia. 

Elvis usually shied away from 
political songs. But in 1968 he 
whole-heartedly embraced a piece 
recorded two months after Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. was assassinated in 
the singer’s hometown of Mem-
phis. The words, which echo King’s 
historic “I Have a Dream” speech, 
were penned by Walter Earl Brown 
to serve as the closing number of 
the television network special Elvis 
(later known as the “’68 Comeback 
Special”). Schilling was with Elvis 
when it was announced on TV that 
King had been killed. “Elvis looked 
down with tears in his eyes and 
said, ‘That man always told the 
truth,’” Schilling recalls. “I consider 
Elvis to be a writer on this song. 
That song was him expressing how 
he truly felt.” 

from page 9

continued on page 12

If I Can Dream
1968

  IN THE GHETTO • 1969
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Better mental health is 

only a few clicks away.

We all need help sometimes, and with BetterHelp, 

getting support is easy. Sign up online and get 

matched to a therapist that suits your needs. 

3,000,00025,000200,000,000

therapy interactions

facilitated

therapists on the 

platform

clients helped

Get started with 10% off your fi rst month at

betterhelp.com/parade

Call with Dr. Garcia
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Perfect Grill Pack
4 Bacon-Wrapped Filet Mignons (6 oz.)
4 Boneless Pork Chops (6 oz.)
4 Air-Chilled Boneless Chicken Breasts (5 oz.)
4 Omaha Steaks Burgers (6 oz.)
4 Gourmet Jumbo Franks (3 oz.)
4 Caramel Apple Tartlets (4 oz.)
1 jar Omaha Steaks Seasoning (3.1 oz.)
4 FREE PureGround

TM

 Filet Mignon Burgers (6 oz.)
4 FREE Air-Chilled Boneless Chicken Breasts (5 oz.)

71414KBT    separately $301.94
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE 

$13999

Take an EXTRA $20 OFF your fi rst order. Use code: PerfectGrill20 at checkout.

Order Now! OmahaSteaks.com/Grill91 | 1.800.811.7832

Ask for FREE burgers and chicken breasts with off er 71414KBT

Savings shown over aggregated single item base price. Photos exemplary of product advertised. Limit 2. 4 free 6 oz. burgers and 4 free 5 oz. Savings shown over aggregated single item base price. Photos exemplary of product advertised. Limit 2. 4 free 6 oz. burgers and 4 free 5 oz. 
boneless chicken breasts will be sent to each shipping address that includes 71414. Standard S&H added per address. While supplies last. boneless chicken breasts will be sent to each shipping address that includes 71414. Standard S&H added per address. While supplies last. 
Items may be substituted due to inventory limitations. First Order Off er Promo Code for $20 savings is a one-time use code, valid only on the fi rstItems may be substituted due to inventory limitations. First Order Off er Promo Code for $20 savings is a one-time use code, valid only on the fi rst
order of $139 or more placed by new customers or customers whose last purchase was more than 366 days prior to current order date. Onlyorder of $139 or more placed by new customers or customers whose last purchase was more than 366 days prior to current order date. Only
one Code per customer, cannot be combined with other off ers or be applied to previous sales, Gift Cards, Wine, Gift Baskets, Live Lobsters, one Code per customer, cannot be combined with other off ers or be applied to previous sales, Gift Cards, Wine, Gift Baskets, Live Lobsters, 
or Custom Cuts. Omaha Steaks reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions or to vary or discontinue the off er without prior notice. or Custom Cuts. Omaha Steaks reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions or to vary or discontinue the off er without prior notice. 
The code can be redeemed online, by phone, or at Omaha Steaks retail locations. All purchases acknowledge acceptance of Terms of Use: The code can be redeemed online, by phone, or at Omaha Steaks retail locations. All purchases acknowledge acceptance of Terms of Use: 
OmahaSteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI or call 1.800.228.9872 for a copy. Expires 09/30/22.  |  SRC0608OmahaSteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI or call 1.800.228.9872 for a copy. Expires 09/30/22.  |  SRC0608

Get 4 Burgers & 
4 Chicken Breasts

FREE

OmahaSteaks.com/Grill91

Scan To Order

THE BEST STEAKS 

OF YOUR LIFE OR 

YOUR MONEY BACK 

World-famous Omaha Steaks 

taste better because they are 

better – guaranteed. That’s more 

than our promise to you, it’s our 

reminder to never be satisfied 

with less than perfection.with less than perfection.

GUARANTEED 
PERFECTION 

–––  S I N C E  1 9 1 7  –––
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Feel like you know all about Presley’s 
songs? Visit Parade.com/elvis

 to take our quiz.

from page 10

One of the hardest-rocking songs 
Elvis ever recorded came during a 
rocky period in his personal life. He 
was going through a divorce with 
his wife, Priscilla, and was initially 
reluctant to record such an upbeat 
piece. “It’s hard to do a rock ’n’ roll 
song when you’re heartbroken,” says 
Schilling, who with producer Felton 
Jarvis pushed Presley to record it. The 
song became his last major hit, reach-
ing No. 2. The single that kept it from 
No. 1 was Chuck Berry’s playfully 
naughty “My Ding-a-Ling.” Far more 
memorable and enduring was the 
refrain in Elvis’ hit—“a hunka, hunka 
burnin’ love”—a phrase that became 
associated with him ever after.

Elvis’ fi nal No. 1 was fi rst recorded 

by its songwriter, Mark James, a 
year before Elvis’ take. James had 
been enjoying great success, hav-
ing penned “Hooked on a Feeling” 
for B.J. Thomas and co-written 
“Always on My Mind,” which Pres-
ley would later cut. The song, about 
the scourge of jealousy, boasts one 
of the most innovative arrange-
ments in Elvis’ career. It features two 
time-signature changes, a jangling 
electric guitar, spiraling strings, 
pumping horns and a barreling 
backup choir. The setting of the 
recording may have inspired the 
innovation: It marked the fi rst time 

Presley had recorded in his home 
city of Memphis since 1955. 

Suspicious Minds 
1969

  BURNING LOVE • 1972

TVEARS  |  2701 Via Orange Way, Suite 1 Spring Valley, CA 91978

Doctor recommended TV•Ears® has helped 

millions of people with hearing loss enjoy 

their favorite television shows, movies and 

streaming content without disturbing others.

The Voice Clarifying Technology® reduces 

background noise and clarifi es hard to hear 

television dialog making voices and words 

understandable. 120db of volume makes 

TV•Ears the most powerful television 

listening system on the market!

Quiet TV mode lets others mute the 

television or set the volume to their 

preferred level while you listen as loud 

as you want on the headset.

For fast and personalized service, 

Call toll-free
1-800-264-0731  

Ultra-soft ear tips

Headset weighs 2 oz.

Rechargeable Battery

Struggling to hear the TV?
 Put on your TV•Ears® and hear every word clearly

Over 2.5 million satisfi ed customers

TV dialog is clear and understandable

Free 5 Year Warranty and
US Based Customer Service

Doctor Recommended TV Headset™

Doctor Recommended TV Headset™

“Now Jack can control the volume on his TV•Ears 

while I set the TV volume or mute it for 

complete quiet. Once again, he can 

 understand every word and we can watch 

our favorite TV shows together.”

                                — Darlene & Jack B., CA

TV•Ears Original™

$129.95 
S P E C I A L  O F F E R

NOW $59.95 +s&h

Use promo code 36404
30-day risk free trial

Same day shipping

www.tvears.com
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 ✓EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Only American Standard has OVER 150 years of  
experience and offers the Liberation Walk-In Bathtub

 ✓SUPERIOR DESIGN 
Ultra low easy entry and exit design, wide door, built-in safety  
bar and textured floor provides a safer bathing experience

 ✓PATENTED QUICK DRAIN® TECHNOLOGY

 ✓LIFETIME WARRANTY 
The ONLY Lifetime Warranty on the bath AND installation, 
INCLUDING labor backed by American Standard

 ✓44 HYDROTHERAPY JETS 
More than any other tub we’ve seen

Discount applied at time of purchase. Terms and Conditions Apply. *Subject to 3rd party credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. Receive a free American Standard Cadet 
Toilet with full installation of a Liberation Walk-In Bath, Liberation Shower or Deluxe Shower. Offer valid only while supplies last. Limit one per household. Must be first time purchaser. All 
offers subject to change prior to purchase. See www.AmericanStandardBathtubs.com for other restrictions and for licensing, warranty and company information. *CSLB B982796; Suffolk 
NY:5543IH; NYC: HIC#2022748-DCA. Safety Tubs Co. LLC does not sell in Nassau NY, Westchester NY, Putnam NY, Rockland NY.

or visit AmericanStandardBath.com 

Limited Time Offer–Call Today!

855-596-2520

ONE-TOUCH CONTROLS HANDHELD SHOWER

COMFORT & SAFETYLOW THRESHOLD

44 HYDROTHERAPY JETS

Lifetime Warranty–Finance Options Available*

FREE
An In-Home  

Evaluation will  
be scheduled at 

your earliest 
convenience

FREE
Savings include  

our own 
American Standard 
Right Height Toilet 

($500 VALUE)

WALK-IN BATHTUB SALE! SAVE $1,50000
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GREEN GODDESS DIP
This dip contains good-for-your gut yogurt 
(a probiotic) and healthy avocado. Serve 
with cut-up veggies, like crunchy jicama, 
which is a great source of prebiotic fi ber 
that feeds benefi cial gut microbes. This 
dip also works as a salad dressing (thinned 
with a little extra-virgin olive oil, lemon 
juice or even water), dolloped on grilled 
chicken or fi sh or tossed with steamed 
potatoes for a summery side dish.

Place ½ cup fresh tarragon, 1 bunch 
chives and 2 cloves garlic in a food 
processor; pulse to fi nely chop. Add 1 cup 
plain Greek yogurt; 1 avocado, pitted; 
2 Tbsp extra-virgin olive oil; 2 anchovies; 
juice of 1 lemon; and kosher salt and 
freshly ground black pepper to taste. 
Process until smooth, pausing to scrape 
down sides of bowl. Taste, and add 
more salt, pepper and/or lemon juice as 
needed. Makes about 2 cups.

What America

MUHAMMARA DIP
Pronounced “m’hmara” (and meaning “red” in 
Arabic), this plant-based dip, from Yumna Jawad 
of the popular blog Feel Good Foodie, is served 
throughout the Middle East. Fiber-rich peppers and 
walnuts are good for your gut, and this tasty dip is 
great with pita chips or pita bread, as a condiment 
on sandwiches, tossed with pasta or on pizza in 
place of tomato sauce.

Ingredient tip: Sweet-tart pomegranate 
molasses is a signature ingredient in Middle 
Eastern cooking. Jawad uses it in all kinds of 
dressings and marinades. You can fi nd it in Middle 
Eastern markets, some supermarkets and online. 
It’s also easy to make: Simply reduce pomegranate 
juice (such as Pom Wonderful) until it’s the 
consistency of molasses.

In a food processor place (in this order) 1 (12-oz) jar 
roasted red bell peppers, drained; 1 cup walnuts, 
toasted; ½ cup breadcrumbs; 3 Tbsp extra-virgin 
olive oil; 1 Tbsp pomegranate molasses (or 
balsamic glaze or 1 Tbsp lemon juice plus ½ tsp 
honey); 1 tsp ground cumin; ½ tsp cayenne; ¼ tsp 
salt; and 1 clove garlic. Process on high speed 
1–2 minutes or until smooth, pausing to scrape 
down sides of bowl. Transfer to small serving bowl. 
Drizzle with olive oil and sprinkle with chopped 
parsley. Makes about 2 cups.

DOUBLE 
DIP

EatsEatsEats

T
hese summery dips look and taste 

indulgent, but they’re big health boosters 

too—so you can feel good about digging in! 

!

Visit 
Parade.com/dip
for a gut-friendly 
creamy eggplant 

dip.
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NEW
FLAVOR

Creamy Peach

Cherry Cheesecake

Creamy PeachCreamy Peach

NEW
FLAVOR
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Energy Metabolism:

8 essential B vitamins 
to support energy 
metabolism‡

SCIENCE-BASED NUTRITION 

TO SUPPORT YOUR HEALTH GOALS
#1 DOCTOR-RECOMMENDED BRAND

*

2

Immune Health:

Excellent source of 7 key 
nutrients for immune health

Brain Health:

Vitamin B12 and folate to 
support brain health

AVAILABLE IN 7 DELICIOUS FLAVORS: 

Milk Chocolate, French Vanilla, Creamy Strawberry, 
Creamy Peach, Cherry Cheesecake, Milk Chocolate 
with Caff eine,§ and Café Mocha§

ensure
.com/

insta
ntco

upo
n

$3 INSTANT COUPO
N!

Use as part of a healthy diet.

* Survey among 1038 adults 50+; those who drank 1 Ensure Max Protein shake per day 
for 14 days and reported feeling more energy vs control group. Ensure Max Protein 
has 150 calories, 30g protein, and 8 B vitamins for energy metabolism.

† Vitamins C & E and selenium.
‡ Thiamine B1, riboflavin B2, niacin B3, pantothenic acid B5, pyridoxine B6, biotin B7, 

folate B9, and cobalamin B12.
§ Milk Chocolate with Caffeine and Café Mocha flavors have 100mg of caffeine, 

as much as an 8-oz cup of coffee. 
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Have you ever said to yourself “I’d love to 
get a computer, if only I could figure out 
how to use it.”  Well, you’re not alone. 
Computers were supposed to make our lives 
simpler, but they’ve gotten so complicated 
that they are not worth the trouble.  With all 
of the “pointing and clicking” and “dragging 
and dropping” you’re lucky if you can figure 
out where you are.  Plus, you are constantly 
worrying about viruses and freeze-ups.  If this 
sounds familiar, we have great news for you.  
There is finally a computer that’s designed 
for simplicity and ease of use.  It’s the WOW 
Computer, and it was designed with you in 
mind.  This computer is easy-to-use, worry-
free and literally puts the world at your 

fingertips.  From the moment you open the 
box, you’ll realize how different the WOW 
Computer is.  The components are all 
connected; all you do is plug it into an outlet 
and your high-speed Internet connection.  
Then you’ll see the screen – it’s now 22 
inches.  This is a completely new touch 
screen system, without the cluttered look of 
the normal computer screen.  The “buttons” 
on the screen are easy to see and easy to 
understand.  All you do is touch one of them, 
from the Web, Email, Calendar to Games 
– you name it . . . and a new screen opens 
up.  It’s so easy to use you won’t have to 
ask your children or grandchildren for help.  
Until now, the very people who could benefit 
most from Email and the Internet are the 
ones that have had the hardest time accessing 
it.  Now, thanks to the WOW Computer, 
countless older Americans are discovering 
the wonderful world of the Internet every 
day.  Isn’t it time you took part?  Call now, 

and you’ll find out why tens of thousands 
of satisfied seniors are now enjoying 
their WOW Computers, emailing their 
grandchildren, and experiencing everything 
the Internet has to offer.  Call today!

TECHNOLOGY SIMPLIFIED – BIGGER AND BETTER

Wow!  A Simple to Use Computer 

Designed Especially for Seniors!
Easy to read.  Easy to see.  Easy to use.  Just plug it in! 

• Send & Receive Emails
• Have video chats with family and friends
• Surf the Internet:

Get current weather and news
• Play games Online:

Hundreds to choose from!

“I love this computer!  It is easy to read 
and to use!  I get photo updates from my 
children and grandchildren all the time.”

– Janet F.

FREE
Automatic Software Updates

NEW
Now comes with...

Enhanced Video Chat

Faster Email

Larger 22-inch hi-resolution 
screen – easier to see

16% more viewing area

Simple navigation – 
so you never get lost

Intel® processor – lightning fast

Computer is in the monitor – 
No bulky tower

Text to Speech translation – it can  
even read your emails to you!

U.S. Based Customer Service

Call now toll free and find 

out how you can get the new 

WOW! Computer.
Mention promotional code 1102 

for special introductory pricing.

1-800-717-1708
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